UK competition: Sign up for your chance to win a Hydrow rower – Official
Rules
NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING.
SUBJECT TO ALL APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.
1.

Eligibility

The Prize Draw is open to residents of England, Scotland and Wales who are at least eighteen (18) years old at the
time of entry and who sign up by 30th November 2021 for a chance to win a Hydrow rower. Employees of Hydrow Inc.
and other companies associated with the promotion of the Prize Draw, and their respective parents, subsidiaries,
affiliates and advertising and promotion agencies as well as the immediate family and household members of each
such employee are not eligible.
2.

Agreement to Rules

Participation in each Prize Draw constitutes entrant’s full and unconditional agreement to and acceptance of these
Official Rules and the decisions of the Promoter in accordance with these Official Rules, which are final and binding in
all respects. Winning a prize is contingent upon being compliant with these Official Rules and fulfilling all other
requirements set forth herein.
3.

Draw Period

The Prize Draw consists of one (1) individual drawing starting on 29th October 2021 at 00:01 GMT and ending on 30th
November 2021 at 23:59 GMT. Entries that are received before or after the Monthly Draw Period will be disqualified.
4.

How to Enter:

On-Site: This method of entry is limited to opting in to receive marketing emails during the competition period by
providing an email address to designated employees of Hydrow, Inc. By registering, you must opt into receive the
latest news, special offers, marketing emails and push notifications from Hydrow, Ltd to be entered into the Prize Draw.
Limit: One (1) entry per person, per email address. Entries received from any person, email address, or household in
excess of the stated limitation will be void. Entries that are not complete, do not adhere to these Official Rules, or use
fraudulent methods or otherwise attempt to circumvent these Official Rules may be disqualified.
5.

Prize Drawing

Within the first five (5) days after the prize draw ends (1st - 5th December 2021), a computer/an independent
person/the Promoter (supervised by an independent person)] will select one (1) potential winner in a random drawing
from among all eligible entries received as of the end of the Draw Period. The odds of being selected depend on the
number of eligible entries received as of the end of the Draw Period.

6.

Winner Notification

The Promoter will notify the winner via telephone (if telephone number has been provided) and email by 5th December
2021. The email notification to the winner will include a discount code for a full priced Hydrow (worth £2295 including
standard delivery) valid for use on Hydrow.co.uk.
The Promoter shall have no liability for a potential winner’s failure to receive notices due to spam, junk email or other
security settings or for potential winners’ provision of incorrect or otherwise non-functioning contact information.
7.

Prizes

GRAND PRIZE: One (1) Hydrow rower from the UK website (the “Grand Prize”). If the winner chooses to purchase the
Hydrow rower during a promotional period where the rower is available to buy for less than £2295, the discount code
will still work but the remaining value will become void and cannot be use for anything further. No cash redemption.
No cash or other prize substitution is permitted except at Promoter's discretion. The prize is non-transferable.
Promoter will publish – and provide a copy of, to anyone who requests the same within one (1) month of the Monthly
Prize Draw by email to support@hydrow.com – the surname and city or county of the Grand Prize winner. If you object
to any or all of this information being published or shared about you in the event that you are the winner, please
contact support@hydrow.com (although in such circumstances, Promoter must still provide the information and
winning entry to the Advertising Standards Authority on request).
8.

General Conditions

In the event that the operation, security, or administration of the Prize Draw is impaired in any way for any reason,
including, but not limited to fraud, virus, bug, worm, unauthorized human intervention or other technical problem, or
in the event the Prize Draw is unable to run as planned for any other reason, as determined by the Promoter in its sole
discretion, the Promoter may, in its sole discretion, either (a) suspend the Prize Draw to address the impairment and
then resume the Prize Draw in a manner that best conforms to the spirit of these Official Rules or (b) terminate the
Prize Draw and, in the event of termination, award the prize at random among the eligible entries received up to the
time of impairment.
The Promoter reserves the right in its sole discretion to disqualify any individual it finds to be tampering with the entry
process or the operation of the Prize Draw or to be acting in violation of these Official Rules. Any attempt by any
person to damage the Grand Prize or undermine the legitimate operation of the Prize Draw may be a violation of
applicable law, and, should such an attempt be made, the Promoter reserves the right to seek damages and any other
remedies from any such person to the fullest extent permitted by law. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any provision
of these Official Rules shall not prevent the Promoter from enforcing that provision (or any other provision) at a later
date.
9.

Release and Limitations of Liability

Entrants acknowledge that the Promoter does not fully control over, and therefore does not accept responsibility or
liability for (including for the consequences of), the following:
A) Any technical errors associated with the Prize Draw, including lost, interrupted or unavailable Internet Service
Provider (ISP), network, server, wireless service providers, or other connections, or failed computer, satellite,
telephone, cellular tower or cable transmissions, lines, or technical failure or jumbled, scrambled, delayed, or
misdirected transmissions or computer hardware or software malfunctions, failures or difficulties;
B)

Unauthorized human intervention in the Prize Draw (other than by or on behalf of the Promoter);

C) Printing or typographical errors;
D) Any incorrect or inaccurate information provided by or on behalf of entrants; and
E)

Any injury, death, loss or damages to persons or property caused by entrants’ participation in the Prize Draw
or acceptance of the Grand Prize (except where caused by the negligence of the Promoter or other parties
within its control).

Entrants acknowledge and accept that use of the Grand Prize is subject to the terms and conditions and other
documentation that applies to such use (such documentation will be provided to the winner separately). This includes
the disclaimers and limitations of liability set out in such documentation.
10. Disputes
These Official Rules and the Prize Draw, will be governed by the applicable local laws and courts of the jurisdiction
within the UK of the entrant.
11. Privacy
Personal information will only be collected from entrants and used in accordance with, Promoter’s privacy policy
available

at

https://support.hydrow.co.uk/hc/en-us/articles/360057011571-Hydrow-Privacy-

Policy?_ga=2.172336803.1666064580.1626293389-1281526413.1626293389

